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1. Introduction

The single-machine total (average) tardiness scheduling prob-
lem is defined as follows: There are n jobs available at time zero
to be processed on a continuously available single machine which
can process at most one job at a time; job j has a processing time pj

and a due date dj. The tardiness of job j is defined as Tj ¼
max 0;Cj � dj

� �
where Cj is the completion time of job j in a given

sequence. The objective is to determine a job sequence r such that
the total tardiness Tr ¼

Pn
j¼1Tj is minimized. Total tardiness is a

regular (non-decreasing) criterion of the job completion times,
therefore, there is no inserted idle time in an optimal sequence.
Also, any preemptive sequence can be converted to a non-preemp-
tive one with no greater total tardiness (McNaughton, 1959).

Using the well known three-field classification of scheduling
problems (Graham et al., 1979 in which the first field specifies
the machine environment, the middle field states any special job
characteristics and the third field denotes the objective function),
the single machine total (average) tardiness scheduling problem
can be stated as the 1==�T problem.

The 1==�T problem is ordinary NP-hard (Du and Leung, 1990).
Lawler (1977) developed a decomposition-based pseudo-polyno-
mial algorithm for the 1==�T problem which runs in Oðn4PÞ time
(where P ¼

Pn
j¼1pjÞ. Lawler’s pseudo-polynomial algorithm in con-

junction with Du and Leung’s (1990) ordinary NP-hardness proof
provide a sharp boundary on the complexity of the 1==�T problem.

The 1==�T problem is one of the most widely researched prob-
lems in the scheduling literature. Koulamas (1994) surveyed both
exact and approximation algorithms for the 1==�T problem. There
are significant theoretical developments during the last fifteen
years or so, the impact of which on the design of algorithms for
ll rights reserved.
the 1==�T problem was not assessed in the more recent survey of
Sen et al. (2003). More important, some of these developments
can be extended as shown in the rest of the paper. For these rea-
sons, a survey of the recent research on the 1==�T problem focused
on theoretical developments and their extensions is quite timely.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents
the latest theoretical developments for the 1==�T problem along
with extensions for some of them. The latest exact algorithms
and fully polynomial time approximation schemes for the 1==�T
problem are reviewed in Sections 3 and 4 respectively. Section 5
surveys heuristic algorithms for the 1==�T problem with an empha-
sis on the discussion of their worst-case ratio bounds. Special cases
and generalizations of the 1==�T problem are reviewed in Sections 6
and 7 respectively. Section 8 focuses on the 1==�T problem with
assignable due dates and the conclusions of this research are sum-
marized in Section 9.

2. Theoretical developments

The most significant theoretical developments for the 1==�T
problem are Emmons’s (1969) dominance conditions and Lawler’s
(1977) decomposition principle. Emmons’ dominance conditions
establish precedence relations among the jobs in an optimal se-
quence. These relationships have been used extensively to curtail
the solution space in enumeration methods.

Let Bi and Ai be the set of jobs sequenced before and after job i
respectively. Let A0i ¼ fi : i R Aig. Emmons’ first theorem states that
if pi 6 pj and di 6max

P
k2Bj

pk þ pj; dj

� �
, then i precedes j in at least

one optimal sequence. Emmons’ second theorem states that if
pi 6 pj; di > max

P
k2Bj

pk þ pj; dj

� �
and di þ pi P

P
k2Aj

pk, then j pre-
cedes i in at least one optimal sequence. Emmons’ first theorem
gives the necessary conditions for a shorter job to precede a longer
one in an optimal sequence while the second theorem gives the
necessary conditions for a longer job to precede a shorter one in
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an optimal sequence. Emmons also derived a third theorem for a
shorter job to precede a longer one; that theorem found limited
use in applications.

The major issue regarding the use of Emmons’ theorem is the
prevention of precedence cycles. Emmons addressed this issue by
stating that the precedence relations obtained by implementing
his theorems can be accumulated. Szwarc (1998) showed that Em-
mons’ conditions are transitive. Yu (1996a) showed that the partial
orders accumulated by implementing Emmons’ theorems are con-
sistent provided that the accumulation starts from ‘‘null”. Tansel
and Sabuncuoglu (1997) presented a geometric interpretation of
Emmons’ theorems which can be used to provide some insights
into problem ‘‘hardness”. Emmons’ theorems were recently gener-
alized by Kanet (2007), so they can be applied to the single-ma-
chine weighted total tardiness 1==�Tw problem with arbitrary
weights.

We now turn our attention to surveying the recent theoretical
developments related to Lawler’s (1977) decomposition theorem.
To explain the decomposition theorem, let us assume that the jobs
are numbered in the Earliest Due Date (EDD) order so that
d1 6 d2 6 ::: 6 dn and pi 6 piþ1 when di ¼ diþ1; i ¼ 1; . . . ;n� 1. Let
pj ¼ max

i¼1;...;n
pið Þ. According to Lawler (1977), the 1==�T problem

decomposes with the longest job j in some position k; j 6 k 6 n,
that is, the search for an optimal solution can be restricted to
schedules in which jobs 1; . . . ; j� 1; jþ 1; . . . ; kh i are scheduled in
the first k� 1 positions, job j is scheduled in position k and jobs
kþ 1; . . . ;nh i are scheduled in the last n� k positions. Lawler’s

(1977) decomposition theorem utilizes the following rightmost
assumption:

Rightmost assumption: The longest job j is completed as late as
possible in an optimal sequence.

Early research focused on trimming the list of candidate posi-
tions k for the longest job j so that the search for an optimal solu-
tion is curtailed. It was shown that the problem does not
decompose with job j in position k (under the rightmost assump-
tion) if any of the following conditions hold:

Xk

i¼1

pk P dkþ1; j 6 k 6 n� 1; ðLawler; 1977Þ; ð1Þ

Xk�1

i¼1

pk < dk; jþ 1 6 k 6 n; ðPotts and Van Wassenhove; 1982Þ;

ð2Þ
Xk

i¼1

pk < di þ pi for some i; jþ 1 6 i 6 k� 1;

jþ 1 6 k 6 n; ðSzwarc; 1993Þ: ð3Þ

Della Croce et al. (1998) proposed a variant of Lawler’s (1977)
decomposition theorem for the job with the minimum due date
resulting in a double decomposition theorem in which candidate
positions are specified for both the longest job and the minimum
due date job.

The most significant theoretical development since Lawler’s
(1977) decomposition theorem is the derivation of alternative
decomposition conditions by Chang et al. (1995) who replaced
Lawler’s (1977) rightmost assumption with the following leftmost
assumption:

Leftmost assumption: The longest job j is completed as early as
possible in an optimal sequence.

Let EDDðj; kÞbe the modified EDD sequence in which the longest
job j is moved to position k ðj < k 6 nÞ, jobs jþ 1; . . . ; kh i are moved
one position earlier to positions j; . . . ; k� 1h i respectively, and the
remaining jobs retain their position in the EDD sequence. Let
TTðj; kÞ be the total tardiness of the EDDðj; kÞ sequence. Then,
according to Chang et al. (1995), the problem does not decompose
with job j in position k (under the leftmost assumption) if any of
the following conditions hold:

TTðj; iÞ 6 TTðj; kÞ for some jþ 1 6 k 6 n; ð4Þ
TTðj; kþ 1Þ < TTðj; kÞ; j 6 k 6 n� 1; ð5Þ

Chang et al. (1995) stated that condition (5) is equivalent toPk
i¼1pk > dkþ1, which is condition (1) expressed as a strong

inequality; Chang et al. (1995) also stated that condition (4) for
i ¼ k� 1, that is condition TTðj; k� 1Þ 6 TTðj; kÞ is equivalent toPk�1

i¼1 pk 6 dk, which is condition (2) expressed as a weak inequal-
ity. Conditions (4) and (5) are more powerful than conditions (1)
and (2) because they contain more inequalities. Szwarc et al.
(1999) showed by counterexample that condition (3) is not sub-
sumed by conditions (4) and (5) and subsequently Szwarc
(2007) restated condition (3) as a weak inequality under the left-
most assumption. Szwarc (2007) also restated and proved Lawler’s
(1977) decomposition theorem under the leftmost assumption.
Therefore, it is possible to obtain conditions similar to inequalities
(4) and (5) under the rightmost assumption. These conditions will
state that the 1==�T problem does not decompose with job j in po-
sition k (under the rightmost assumption) if any of the following
inequalities hold:

TTðj; iÞ < TTðj; kÞ for some jþ 1 6 k 6 n; ð6Þ
TTðj; kþ 1Þ 6 TTðj; kÞ; j 6 k 6 n� 1; ð7Þ

If some of the conditions (4)–(7) are satisfied as equalities, then the
leftmost and rightmost assumptions yield different optimal solu-
tions. As an example, consider the problem instance in Szwarc
(2007) with n ¼ 3, ph1;2;3i ¼ 10;9;8h i and dh1;2;3i ¼ 4;10;20h i in
which j ¼ 1 and TTð1;1Þ ¼ TTð1;2Þ ¼ 22. Under the leftmost
assumption, conditions (4) and (5) yields as the optimal sequence
with T 1;2;3h i ¼ 22. Under the rightmost assumption, conditions (6)
and (7) yields 2;1;3h i as the optimal sequence with T 2;1;3h i ¼ 22.
On the other hand, if conditions (4)–(7) are all satisfied as inequal-
ities, then the leftmost and rightmost assumptions yield the same
optimal solution. This observation can be used to obtain an informal
proof of the validity of conditions (6) and (7) (under the rightmost
assumption) by contradiction. Assume that conditions (6) and (7)
are not valid. Then, consider a problem instance with input data
such that conditions (4) and (5) are all satisfied as inequalities un-
der the leftmost assumption. In that case, conditions (6) and (7) are
also satisfied as inequalities under the rightmost assumption and
coincide with the corresponding (4) and (5) inequalities. Conse-
quently, the validity of conditions (4) and (5) under the leftmost
assumption (proved by Chang et al., 1995) leads to a contradiction
if one assumes the non-validity of conditions (6) and (7) under the
rightmost assumption.

The findings of this section are summarized in Table 1. In sum-
mary, it can be stated that the above theoretical developments pro-
vide conditions for the position of the longest job j in an optimal
solution (under either the leftmost or the rightmost assumption)
effectively decomposing the problem into two mutually exclusive
sub-problems for each eligible position for the longest job j. This
in turn leads to the development of optimal algorithms if all eligi-
ble positions for the longest job j are considered and to the devel-
opment of heuristic algorithms if some (but not all) positions for
the longest job j are considered. The detailed design of such algo-
rithms is presented in Sections 3 and 5 respectively.

We close this section by clarifying a statement in Du and Leung
(1990) regarding the symmetry between the 1==�T and the total
earliness 1==�E problem in which the earliness of a job j is defined
as Ej ¼maxð0; dj � CjÞ and the objective is to minimize the total
earliness E ¼

Pn
j¼1Ej. Du and Leung’s statement is valid for the

1=nmit=�E problem (with no inserted idle time) but not in general
for the 1==�E problem.



Table 1
Decomposition conditions for the 1==�T problem.

Decomposition
assumption

Reference Inequality numbera

Rightmost Lawler (1977) (1)
Rightmost Potts and Van Wassenhove (1982) (2)
Rightmost Szwarc (1993) (3)
Leftmost Chang et al. (1995) (4) and (5)
Leftmost Szwarc (2007) (3) expressed as a weak

inequality
Rightmost This paper (6) and (7)

a Indicates the inequality number in the paper corresponding to the derived
condition.

Table 2
A summary of the exact BB algorithms.

Algorithm Use of
lower
bound

Use of
induced
due dates

Max problem
size
solved (n value)

Tansel et al. (2001) Yes Yes 300a

Szwarc et al. (2001) No Yes 500
Szwarc et al. (1999) Yes Yes 150
Hirakawa (1999) No No 100
Della Croce et al. (1998) Yes No 150
Szwarc and Mukhopadhyay

(1996)
Yes No 150

Kondakci et al. (1994) Yes No 35

a 400-job and 500-job problems were also solved with 95% and 87.5% success
rates respectively.
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3. Exact algorithms

The majority of the exact algorithms for the 1==�T problem in-
cluded in the survey of Koulamas (1994) utilize either dynamic
programming (DP), branch and bound (BB) or a hybrid DP/BB ap-
proach. The most effective of these algorithms is the BB algorithm
of Potts and Van Wassenhove (P–W, 1982) capable of solving prob-
lems with up to 100 jobs. The P–W algorithm decomposes the
problem until the generated sub-problems are small enough so
they can be solved by dynamic programming and it does not utilize
any lower bounds.

In contrast, almost all of the next generation BB algorithms
(developed after 1994) continue the decomposition until trivial
sub-problems (with one or two jobs) are obtained. The majority
of these BB algorithms utilize lower bounds to prune partial solu-
tions. The lower bounds used are based on Chu’s (1992) lower
bound computed as LB ¼

Pn
i¼1 maxðC½i� � diÞ where C½i� are the job

completion times for the shortest processing time (SPT) sequence
and di are the job due dates arranged in the non-decreasing EDD
order. One should exercise care when implementing this lower
bound to a partial solution as Biskup and Piewitt (2000) point
out in their comments about the BB algorithm of Kondakci et al.
(1994). Szwarc et al. (2001) observed that the deletion of this lower
bound improves the performance of their BB algorithm. This is be-
cause most of the sub-problems pruned by the lower bound appear
later in other branches of the tree and must be solved anyway.
Hirakawa (1999) does not use a lower bound in his BB algorithm.

Another popular feature among many of these BB algorithms
(Szwarc et al., 1999; Szwarc et al., 2001; Tansel et al., 2001) is
the utilization of induced job due dates. The induced due dates
are computed after certain jobs have been shown to precede/fol-
low other jobs as a result of Emmons’ dominance conditions and/
or the decomposition theorem.

Almost all of these BB algorithms use the latest theoretical
developments available at the time of their development. Tansel
et al. (2001) incorporate one of Chang et al.’s (1995) findings that
the 1==�T problem decomposes unconditionally when the mini-
mum TTðj; kÞ value for all j 6 k 6 n occurs for some k 6 n� 1 (the
key position value).

Della Croce et al. (1998) proposed a BB algorithm utilizing their
double decomposition theorem mentioned in the previous section.
Szwarc et al. (2001) observed that the addition of this double
decomposition rule may actually worsen the performance of a BB
algorithm.

Table 2 presents a summary of the BB algorithms reviewed in
this section. It should be noted that the most effective algorithms
listed in Table 2 implement the decomposition principle and/or
Emmons’ dominance conditions intelligently so that just one
branch emanates from the active node whenever possible. The
‘‘split” rule of Szwarc and Mukhopadhyay (1996) is an example
of such an implementation.
In summary, the best exact algorithms for solving the 1==�T
problem are BB algorithms utilizing the latest developments of
the decomposition theorem outlined in the previous section. The
performance of these algorithms can be enhanced by utilizing in-
duced due dates computed after certain jobs have been shown to
precede/follow other jobs. The branching algorithm of Szwarc
et al. (2001) is an example of such an algorithm and can handle
problems with up to 500 jobs.

4. Fully polynomial time approximation schemes

It is well known that dynamic programming (DP) formulations
normally extend to fully polynomial time approximation schemes
(FPTAS). Woeginger (2000) derives the necessary conditions to
guarantee the existence of a FPTAS. According to Woeginger, there
are two standard approaches to extend a DP formulation to a
FPTAS. The first approach rounds the input data of the problem in-
stance; the second approach iteratively ‘‘thins” out the state space
of the DP in order to collapse states that are close to each other and
therefore reduce the size of the state space to polynomial.

In the case of the 1==�T problem, Lawler (1982) presented a
FPTAS by utilizing the rounding approach. Lawler (1982) imple-
mented his DP algorithm with rescaled (rounded) job processing
and rescaled (non-rounded) due dates using a scale factor propor-
tional to the desired level of approximation e. The resulting algo-
rithm has an Oðn6UB

eLB Þ running time and supplies an ð1þ eÞ
approximate solution where LB, UB are a lower bound and an upper
bound respectively for the optimal T�value. Using LB ¼ Tmax and
UB ¼ nTmax, (where Tmax is the maximum tardiness value of the
EDD sequence), Lawler (1982) obtained an ð1þ eÞ approximate
solution in Oðn7

e Þ time.
Koulamas (2009) suggests an alternative rounding procedure

with rescaled (non-rounded) job processing and rescaled
(rounded) due dates which leads to a faster FPTAS running in
Oðn5UB

eLB Þ time or in Oðn6

e Þ time when LB ¼ Tmax and UB ¼ nTmax are
used. The computational savings stem from the observation that
a rounded processing time influences the job’s completion time
and therefore potentially the tardiness of all jobs while a rounded
due date influences only the tardiness of the job in question; the
former approach impacts the running time of the FPTAS by an
Oðn2Þ factor while the latter approach impacts the running time
of the FPTAS only by an OðnÞ factor.

Kovalyov (1995) proposed a bound improvement procedure
which can by applied to a set of LB, UB values in conjunction with
an appropriate algorithm yielding a new set of bounds, LB� and UB�

respectively, such that UB� ¼ 3LB�. Kovalyov (1995) implemented
his bound improvement procedure with the LB ¼ Tmax and
UB ¼ nTmax bounds (assuming that n > 3Þ in conjunction with Law-
ler’s (1982) FPTAS and improved the running time of the FPTAS to
Oðn6 log nþ n6

e Þ. Koulamas (2009) implemented Kovalyov’s (1995)
bound improvement procedure in conjunction with his alternative



Table 3
A summary of the FPTAS for the 1==�T problem.

FPTAS Running time

Lawler (1982) Oðn7

e Þ
Lawler (1982) + Kovalyov (1995) Oðn6 log nþ n6

e Þ
Koulamas (2009) Oðn6

e Þ
Koulamas (2009) + Kovalyov (1995) Oðn5 log nþ n5

e Þ

Table 4
Worst-case ratio bounds of heuristic algorithms for the 1==�T problem.

Algorithm Referencea Lower
bound

Upper
bound

EDD Lawler (1982),
Della Croce et al. (2004)

n n

EDD0 Cheng et al. (2005) n� 1 n� 1
DEC=EDD Yu (1996b) n� 1 n� 1
DEC=EDD0 This paper n� 2
MDD; PSK; WI; COVERT Della Croce et al. (2004) n

2
NBR Della Croce et al. (2004) n

6
DEC=MDD; DEC=PSK; DEC=WI Della Croce et al. (2004) n

3
DEC=LB This paper n

3

a Indicates the reference in which the bound was obtained.
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rounding scheme resulting in an even faster FPTAS running in
Oðn5 log nþ n5

e Þ time. The above results are summarized in Table 3.
It is clear from Table 3 that the fastest FPTAS for the 1==�T prob-

lem can be obtained by implementing Lawler’s (1977) pseudo-
polynomial algorithm utilizing Koulamas’s (2009) rounding proce-
dure with rescaled (non-rounded) job processing and rescaled
(rounded) due dates in conjunction with Kovalyov’s (1995) bound
improvement procedure.

5. Approximation algorithms

The complexity status of the 1==�T problem justified the devel-
opment of fast approximation algorithms to solve it. These approx-
imation algorithms can be broadly classified into construction,
local search, decomposition-based and meta-heuristic algorithms.
Construction heuristics build up the schedule one job at a time
using some type of dispatching rule while local search heuristics
attempt to improve an existing schedule by pair-wise job inter-
changes. A decomposition-based heuristic (DEC/H) utilizes the
decomposition theorem in a heuristic fashion. It employs a simple
construction heuristic H to compute the total tardiness of the two
sub-problems generated for each eligible position k for the longest
job j. The minimum total tardiness position k is selected and
decomposition continues until trivially solvable one-job/two-job
sub-problems are generated. The meta-heuristics employ general-
ized search techniques such as simulated annealing, ant colony
optimization (ACO), neural networks and genetic algorithms.

The evaluation of these heuristic algorithms has been mainly
experimental with very few analytical results on their worst-case
performance bounds. Comprehensive experimental results were
presented in Potts and Van Wassenhove (1991) and in Koulamas
(1994). The only analytical results until 1994 are the ones by Chang
et al. (1990) on the performance of local search heuristics and their
extension in Koulamas (1994). The more recent survey of Sen et al.
(2003) contains neither experimental nor analytical results for the
more recent heuristic algorithms surveyed in their paper. We pres-
ent such results in the remainder of this section.

5.1. Analytical results

Very few worst-case ratio bounds (w.c.r.b) have been derived
for heuristic algorithms for the 1==�T problem. For ease of exposi-
tion, let rH ¼ TH

T� denote the w.c.r.b. of a heuristic algorithm H, where
TH; T

� denote the total tardiness of the heuristic and the optimal
solution respectively. It is possible that rH may not be defined
when T� ¼ 0, therefore it is assumed that the EDD order yields a se-
quence with Tmax > 0 which is a lower bound to the optimal T� va-
lue (Lawler, 1982).

Lawler (1982) showed that rEDD 6 n and Della Croce et al. (2004)
proved that this bound is tight. One can follow the approach of
Cheng et al. (2005) for the 1==�Tw problem and introduce the in-
duced due dates d0j ¼maxfpj; djg for all j ¼ 1; . . . ;n; let EDD0 denote
the earliest induced-due-date sequence. Cheng et al. (2005) proved
the tight w.c.r.b. of rEDD0 6 n� 1.

Yu’s (1996b, pp. 109–111) showed that rDEC=EDD 6 n� 1 where
DEC/EDD is the decomposition heuristic utilizing the EDD heuristic
to sequence the jobs in the generated sub-problems. If DEC/EDD is
implemented without the refinements to the decomposition theo-
rem, then the above bound is shown to be tight (Yu, 1996b). The
w.c.r.b for the DEC/EDD heuristic can be improved by utilizing
the induced due dates d0j ¼maxfpj; djg in place of the original ones;
then, one can prove the w.c.r.b. of rDEC=EDD0 6 n� 2 by substituting
the inequality rEDD0 6 n� 1 in the place of the inequality rEDD 6 n in
the proof of the w.c.r.b. of the DEC/EDD heuristic.

The only other available w.c.r.b. reported in the literature is
rWI 6

n
2 for the WI heuristic of Wilkerson and Irwin (1971). This

w.c.r.b. is reported on p. 114 in Yu (1996b) citing a report in Chi-
nese which is not available in the open literature. If this bound is
assumed valid, then it is also tight (Della Croce et al., 2004). Cheng
(1992), Alidaee and Gopalan (1997) showed that the WI heuristic,
the PSK heuristic of Panwalkar et al. (1993) and the modified due
date (MDD) heuristic of Baker and Bertrand (1982) are all equiva-
lent because they differ only in their tie-breaking rules. Using these
findings, Della Croce et al. (2004) extend their rMDD P n

2 lower
bound to the rPSK ¼ rWI P n

2 lower bounds; Della Croce et al.
(2004) also showed that rCOVERT P n

2 and that rNBR P n
6 where COV-

ERT is Carroll’s (1965) construction heuristic and NBR is the net
benefit of relocation heuristic of Holsenback and Russell (1992).

The MDD, PSK and WI heuristics can be embedded in the
decomposition heuristic yielding the DEC/MDD, DEC/PSK and
DEC/WI decomposition heuristics respectively. If the rWI 6

n
2

w.c.r.b. is assumed valid, then it can be easily shown that
rDEC=MDD ¼ rDEC=PSK ¼ rDEC=WI 6

n�1
2 (Della Croce et al., 2004). Della

Croce et al. (2004) also proved that rDEC=MDD ¼ rDEC=PSK ¼
rDEC=WI P n

3. One may conjecture that these lower bounds are a con-
sequence of the rMDD ¼ rPSK ¼ rWI P n

2 lower bounds. This conjec-
ture motivates the consideration of an alternative DEC/LB
decomposition heuristic in which the position k for the longest
job j is selected by computing a lower bound on the total tardiness
for each of the generated sub-problems. We analyzed the DEC/LB
decomposition heuristic using Chu’s (1992) lower bound and ob-
served that the rDEC=LB P n

3 lower bound holds. The above findings
are summarized in Table 4 (except for the ones depending on the
rWI 6

n
2 w.c.r.b. which cannot be independently validated).

5.2. Experimental results

Despite the somehow disappointing lower bounds on the
w.c.r.b. of the decomposition heuristics, they perform relatively
well experimentally as demonstrated by Potts and Van Wassenho-
ve (1991), Koulamas (1994). This observation motivated the exper-
imentation with additional decomposition-based heuristics. Tansel
et al. (2001) proposed a decomposition-based heuristic in which
induced due dates are utilized and the leftmost position k for the
longest job j is always selected. Naidu et al. (2002) observed that
the MDD heuristic has a decomposition structure and proposed a
decomposition heuristic in which the position k for the longest
job j is selected based on reducible tardiness; in the case of multi-
ple eligible k values, they select the leftmost one. Tansel et al.
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(2001), Naidu et al. (2002) do not compare their decomposition
heuristics directly against other decomposition heuristics and,
based on their reported results, there is no significant deviation
from earlier assessments on the experimental performance of
decomposition heuristics.

Russell and Holsenback (1997a) compared the PSK and NBR heu-
ristics and concluded that, in general, NBR performs better than PSK
even though in some problem instances (depending on the range of
the due date values) PSK performs better than NBR. A modified ver-
sion of the NBR heuristic (the M-NBR heuristic) developed by Rus-
sell and Holsenback (1997b) improves on the performance of the
NBR heuristic at no additional computational effort. Since PSK
and NBR have modest running times, it is reasonable to combine
them into a composite heuristic to obtain the better of the two solu-
tions. More recently, Fadlalla et al. (2004) developed a construction
heuristic in which the sequence is built-up recursively starting with
the last position. Panneerselvam (2006) developed a construction
heuristic in which the jobs are added to the sequence according
to the minimum slack per processing time rule.

We now turn our attention to the implementation of meta-heu-
ristics for the 1==�T problem. In general, meta-heuristics are more
suitable to scheduling problems with less structure than the 1==�T
problem such as the 1==�Tw problem. This is because the existence
of the decomposition theorem enables the development of the
decomposition heuristics for the 1==�T problem which perform as
well as the meta-heuristics with smaller computational require-
ments. Among the meta-heuristics, simulated annealing seems to
be the most popular one for the 1==�T problem; it was implemented
by Potts and Van Wassenhove (1991), Antony and Koulamas
(1996), Ben-Daya and Al-Fawzan (1996); all of these researchers
observed experimentally that, if simulated annealing is allowed
to run long enough with proper fine-tuning of its parameters, then
it produces solutions very close to the optimal one. This is because
of the existence of theoretical results specifying conditions under
which simulated annealing solutions converge to optimal ones
with probability one. However, these conditions usually imply very
long running times.

The ant colony optimization (ACO) meta-heuristic was applied
to the 1==�T problem by Bauer et al. (1999), Cheng et al. (2009) pro-
posed a hybrid extension of the ACO heuristic in which the decom-
position theorem is incorporated into the ACO meta-heuristic. A
neural network model was applied to the 1==�T problem by Sab-
uncuoglu and Gurgun (1996). Bean (1994) implemented a genetic
algorithm to the P==�T (the identical parallel machine generaliza-
tion of the 1==�T problem). All these meta-heuristics can supply
near optimal solutions if they are allowed to run long enough.

It is well known that meta-heuristics outperform local search
heuristics due to the inability of local search algorithms to ‘‘shoot
out” of local optima. One way to alleviate this problem is to explore
a neighborhood of exponential size in polynomial time using dy-
namic programming. This approach was used by Congram et al.
(2002) in their iterated dynasearch algorithm and was shown to
outperform a tabu search algorithm for the weighted total tardi-
ness 1==�Tw problem. Based on these findings, it is expected that
Congram’s et al. algorithm will outperform certain meta-heuristic
algorithms if applied to the 1==�T problem.

We close this section by concluding that the structure of the
1==�T problem enables the development of problem-specific heuris-
tic algorithms such as decomposition-based heuristics. Even
though these heuristics may have disappointing w.c.r.b., they per-
form well in practice (and comparable to meta-heuristics) with
small computational requirements. Therefore, from a solution
quality/ computational time tradeoff standpoint, a decomposition
heuristic utilizing the composite PSK/NBR heuristic to solve the
generated sub-problems can be considered a very good heuristic
algorithm for the 1==�T problem.
6. Special cases of the 1==�T problem

The complexity status of the 1==�T problem motivated research-
ers to identify special cases which can be solved in polynomial
time by restricting either the values or the range of the job param-
eters. Emmons (1969) derived the necessary conditions on the pj; dj

values so that either the SPT or the EDD sequence is optimal. Em-
mons (1969) also derived the necessary conditions for a certain job
to be either first or last in an optimal sequence. Koulamas (1997)
proposed another polynomially solvable 1==�T case by utilizing
the observation that, according to the decomposition theorem,
two adjacent positions k are never considered for scheduling the
longest job j.

The alternative approach of restricting the number of distinct dj

values was followed by Tian et al. (2005); they considered the case
of m distinct dj values and proposed an Oðm4�mnmÞ algorithm by
modifying Lawler’s (1977) algorithm. In the case of just two dis-
tinct dj values, the running time of their algorithm is further re-
duced to Oðn log nÞ.

It should be pointed out that certain restrictions on the pj; dj val-
ues do not make the problem much easier. For example, the 1==�T
problem with opposing pj; dj values (in which p1 P ::: P pn and
d1 6 ::: 6 dnÞ is ordinary NP-hard (Gafarov and Lazarev, 2006). In
that case, Lazarev (2007) proposes an Oðn2PÞ time algorithm; he
also identifies additional conditions on the range of due dates
which make the problem polynomially solvable. Using the ap-
proach of Koulamas (2009) (in conjunction with Kovalyov’s bound
improvement procedure) a FPTAS can be developed for Lazarev’s
(2007) algorithm running in Oðn3 log nþ n3

e Þ time.
We close this section be pointing out that a natural way to in-

duce the solvability of the 1==�T problem in polynomial time is to
impose conditions on the problem parameters so that the SPT
and EDD sequences coincide.
7. Generalizations of the 1==�T problem

The complexity status of the 1==�T problem implies that any
generalization will lead to a problem which is at least as hard or
even harder. For example, the 1==�Tw problem with arbitrary gen-
eral weights is strongly NP-hard (Lawler, 1977). There is a stream
of research focused on identifying generalizations of the 1==�T
problem which can be solved by algorithms having the same com-
putational requirements as the one for the 1==�T problem. The
objective of this section is to survey such papers published after
the survey of Koulamas (1994). We do not consider the 1==�Tw

problem because it is not the focus of this survey. The reader inter-
ested in the 1==�Tw problem is directed to the surveys of Abdul-Ra-
zaq et al. (1990), Sen et al. (2003).

The 1=r=�T problem (with arbitrary job release times rjÞ is known
to be strongly NP-hard (Rinnooy Kan, 1976); actually, Rinnooy
Kan’s (1976, p. 83), Lenstra et al. (1977) proved that the 1=r=�C
problem is strongly NP-hard which implies that the 1=r=�T problem
is also strongly NP-hard. Koulamas and Kyparisis (2001) showed
that even the 1=ðr; dÞ=�T problem (with agreeable release times
and due dates in which if ri 6 rj, then di 6 dj for any two jobs i; jÞ
is strongly NP-hard. Koulamas and Kyparisis (2001) also showed
that an optimal 1=r=�T schedule need not be a non-preemptive one.

The 1=�d=�T problem (with arbitrary deadlines �djÞwas thoroughly
studied by Tadei et al. (2002). It is assumed that �dj P dj for all jobs
j ¼ 1; . . . ;n and that the earliest deadline (EDL) sequence supplies a
feasible schedule. Tadei et al. (2002) also considered the 1=ðd; �dÞ=�T
problem (with agreeable due dates dj and deadlines �dj in which if
di 6 dj, then �di 6

�dj for any two jobs i; jÞ. They concluded that the
1=ðd; �dÞ=�T problem cannot be solved by a pseudo-polynomial algo-
rithm similar to Lawler’s (1977) algorithm. Tadei et al. (2002)
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showed that the 1=ðp; �dÞ=�T problem (with agreeable processing
times and deadlines in which �di 6

�dj if pi 6 pj for any two jobs
i; jÞ can be solved in Oðn4PÞ time by Lawler’s (1977) algorithm
and stated that a FPTAS can be developed in Oðn7

e Þ time.
Tadei et al. (2002) also showed that the 1=ð�d; dÞ=�T problem

(with opposing dj;
�dj values in which if di > dj, then �di <

�dj for
any two jobs i; jÞ can be solved in Oðn6PÞ time by a variant of Law-
ler’s (1977) algorithm and stated that a FPTAS can be developed in
Oðn9

e Þ time.
The FPTAS for the 1==�T problem utilizes the EDD sequence to

obtain a lower bound on the optimal T� value. It is easy to show
by counterexample that the EDD sequence may be infeasible for
the 1=ðp; �dÞ=�T and 1=ð�d; dÞ=�T problems; e.g., consider a two-job
problem instance with ph1;2i ¼ 4;6h i; dh1;2;3i ¼ 4;10;20h i and
�dh1;2i ¼ 9;11h i. Consequently, the Oðn log nÞ algorithm of Koulamas
and Kyparisis (2001) for solving the single-machine maximum tar-
diness 1=�d=Tmax problem with deadlines should be utilized to sup-
ply both a lower bound (T�LBÞ and an upper bound (nT�LBÞ on the
optimal T� value. These bounds should be used in conjunction with
Koulamas’ (2009) alternative rounding scheme and Kovalyov’s
(1995) bound improvement procedure to develop FPTAS for the
1=ðp; �dÞ=�T and the 1=ð�d; dÞ=�T problems running in Oðn5 log nþ n5

e Þ
and Oðn7 log nþ n7

e Þ time, respectively.
We close this section by mentioning that Tadei et al. (2002)

showed that the 1=�d=�T problem can be solved in Oðn log nÞ time
when the SPT sequence coincides with the EDD sequence. This
finding also implies the solvability of the problem when pj ¼ p
(j ¼ 1; . . . ;nÞ. In that case, any sequence is an SPT sequence and
therefore the EDD sequence coincides with the SPT sequence yield-
ing the 1=�d=�T problem solvable in Oðn log nÞ time when pj ¼ p
(j ¼ 1; . . . ;nÞ. The above result indicates that in the presence of
additional parameters (such as deadlines) the 1==�T problem be-
comes harder. One way to simplify it is to require either equal
job processing times or equal job due dates.
8. The 1==�T problem with assignable due dates

One way to simplify machine scheduling problems with due
date-related objectives is to treat the due dates as decision vari-
ables to be determined in conjunction with an optimal sequence.
This approach was proposed by Panwalkar et al., 1982 (in the con-
text of a common due date) and Hall, 1986 (in the context of gen-
eralized due dates). Shabtay and Steiner (2006) considered
assignable due dates with the weighted number of tardy jobs
objective; their approach can be extended to the 1==�T problem
as shown next.

Let c be the unit due date assignment cost; then, the total cost
objective function can be written as TC ¼ c

Pn
i¼1d½i� þ

Pn
j¼1 maxð0;

C½i� � d½i�Þwhere ½i�denotes the i job in the sequence. If job i is non-tar-
dy, then d½i� P C½i�. It is easy to observe that if c 6 1, then all jobs
should be non-tardy with minimal total due date assignment costs.
This can be accomplished by sequencing the jobs in the SPT order
with d½i� ¼ C½i� for all i ¼ 1; . . . ;n. On the other hand, if c > 1, then all
jobs should be tardy with minimal total tardiness and with the short-
est possible due date values. This can be accomplished by sequenc-
ing the jobs in the SPT order with d½i� ¼ 0 for all i ¼ 1; . . . ;n.

Shabtay and Steiner (2007) also considered due date assign-
ment/sequencing problems in conjunction with resource allocation
decisions. They concluded that the resource allocation problem
and the due date assignment/sequencing problem can be solved
sequentially. It is easy to observe that this sequential approach ap-
plies to the 1==�T problem as well.

We close this section by mentioning that Qi et al. (2002) consid-
ered a different version of the 1==�T problem with assignable due
dates in which n distinct due date values are given to be assigned
to the n jobs by the scheduler. Qi et al. (2002) concluded that the
earliest due date should be assigned to the shortest job and so
on; the resulting SPT/EDD sequence is known to be optimal for
the 1==�T problem (Emmons, 1969).

The above findings demonstrate that one way to simplify a hard
problem is to treat some of its parameters as decision variables to
be determined. As an example, the ordinary NP-hard 1==�T problem
becomes polynomially solvable when the due dates are treated as
decision variables.

9. Conclusions

We surveyed the recent developments for the 1==�T problem.
Our findings show that the 1==�T problem continues to attract sig-
nificant research interest. Even though the problem is ordinary NP-
hard, the current state-of-the-art algorithms are capable of solving
problems with up to 500 jobs. In addition to reviewing the recent
developments for the 1==�T problem, we also presented the follow-
ing extensions:

1. Additional conditions under the rightmost assumption for the
decomposition theorem which are comparable to the corre-
sponding ones under the leftmost assumption.

2. An improved worst-case ratio bound for the DEC=EDD heuristic
by replacing the EDD sequence with the earliest induced due
date EDD0 sequence.

3. An appropriate lower bound and improved running times for
the FPTAS of the 1=ðp; �dÞ=�T and the 1=ð�d; dÞ=�T problems.

4. Solutions for the 1==�T problem with assignable due dates.

Future research should focus on incorporating the recent theo-
retical findings on the design of both exact and approximation
algorithms for the 1==�T problem. Exact algorithms should focus
on utilizing these findings to compute stronger induced due dates.
Approximation algorithms should focus on incorporating the 1==�T
problem structure (especially its decomposition theorem) into
general purpose meta-heuristics. Another avenue of future re-
search is to embed the structure of the 1==�T problem into algo-
rithms designed to solve more complex total tardiness problems
such as the identical parallel machine total tardiness (P==�TÞ prob-
lem and/or the job shop total tardiness (J==�TÞ problem. In the case
of the P==�T problem, the additional theoretical findings for the
1==�T problem can be used to optimize more efficiently the se-
quence on each individual machine after the jobs have been allo-
cated to the machines. In the case of the J==�T problem, the
theoretical developments for the 1==�T problem can be used to
identify more efficiently which individual machine is a bottleneck
for the overall problem; the sequence on the identified bottleneck
machine can then be further improved using an effective solution
algorithm for the 1==�T problem leading to an improved sequence
for the overall J==�T problem.

Finally, another line of future research should focus on impos-
ing additional conditions on the problem parameters so that the
1==�T problem becomes polynomially solvable.
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